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INTRODUCTION
Implementation fidelity…..
 Careful implementation is one of two important keys to
reach the full potential of an intervention. Quality of the
intervention being the other.
 In most studies implementation fidelity is measured
insufficiently, not taking into account the complexity of the
concept nor the intervention.
 No studies have estimated the effect of overall
implementation on an adolescent smoking prevention
intervention.
THE INTERVENTION
 School-based multi-component program to prevent
smoking among Danish 13-15 year olds:
1) smoke-free school grounds
2) smoke-free curriculum
3) parental involvement (dialogue and contracts)

…is what a program consists of when it is delivered in a
particular setting (Durlak & DuPre, 2008).

METHODS
 We assessed fidelity of implementation by domains of
adherence, dose, quality of delivery and participant
responsiveness.
 Measures of implementation fidelity were combined into an
implementation index and effect on school smoking status
were examined through logistic regression analyses.
 Data: pupil and school coordinator questionnaires from
first follow-up (51 intervention schools) and second followup (39 intervention schools).

CONCLUSION & IMPLICATIONS
 We developed a theoretically based jointed
implementation fidelity measure, aimed at use in
complex interventions.
 Level of implementation fidelity varied considerably
between schools and declined or improved over
time depending on the program component
studied.
 One fourth of schools implemented the X:IT
intervention to a high degree (both years).
 High implementation was strongly associated with
lower proportions of adolescent smokers.
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